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Basic Physics Motivation
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~1% occupancy maximum in all layers
Good impact parameter resolution in rφ & rz
Solution: use small silicon pixels at r=4,7,11cm 
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Pixels part of all Si tracker

1 Introduction

The CMS Tracker is a cylindric detector of 5.5 m in length, 1.1 m in radius. It is equipped with silicon pixel

detectors for the innermost part ( cm, cm) and silicon strip detectors for the outer layers (

cm, cm). The pixel detectors provide 2 to 3 three-dimensional hits with a precision of about 10 m

in and 15 m in . The strip detectors measure 8 to 14 hits with a precision ranging from 10 m to 60 m in

, 5 hits being doubled by an additional measurement in a tilted projection. The tracker acceptance extends up

to [1]. A longitudinal section of one quarter of the CMS tracker is shown in Figure 1

Figure 1: Longitudinal section of one quarter of the CMS tracker. Pixel detectors are located at mm,

mm, double silicon strip modules equip two barrel layers and two endcap rings at mm

mm as well as two barrel layers and one endcap ring at mm mm, and single silicon strip

modules equip the remaining layers and rings.

To cope with the rate of background events at the LHC, a large fraction of the detector data will be analysed online

for event selection. The CMS trigger system consists of a hardware Level-1 trigger, provided by the calorimeters

and the muon system, and a software High-Level Trigger (HLT) running on a farm of a few thousand commercial

processors. The data from the tracker become available right after the Level-1 trigger. This allows the use of

the tracker at early trigger stages, provided that reconstruction algorithms can be made fast enough. The use of

standard processors in the HLT farmmakes it possible to use offline-quality code online, providing a high flexibility

for the trigger, and avoiding code duplication.

In this paper, we describe track and vertex reconstruction in the CMS experiment, for both offline and online

applications. In section 2 the CMS track finding is described, with an emphasis on the techniques that have been

developed to reduce computation time. At extremely high particle densities like in Heavy Ion collisions, the

default track finding has to be further adapted. The modifications are also described in section 2. In section 3

the Gaussian-Sum technique introduced to account for non-Gaussian tails in track fitting is explained. Results

for low momentum electrons are shown. In section 4 vertex finding in CMS is presented, with an emphasis on

online primary vertex finding. Robust vertex fitting techniques, introduced in order to reduce the influence of

mis-measured and mis-associated tracks on the vertex precision, are discussed in section 5.

2 Track reconstruction

2.1 Offline track reconstruction

Offline track reconstruction in CMS proceeds as follows:

initial track segments (seeds) are searched for by combining 2 hits in the pixel layers, compatible with a
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~1m

3 barrel pixel layers
• 4.4 cm
• 7.3 cm
• 10.2 cm
• 672 full modules, 96 half modules
• 11528 ROCs, 48M pixels

4 forward/backward disks
• ±35.5 cm
• ±46.5 cm
• 96 double sided blades
• 672 plaquettes
• 4320 ROCs, 18M pixels



Operation
• −10 to -15°C,  4T magnetic field
• 40 MHz clock
• 60 MHz/cm2 at 1E34 cm-2s-1 at r=4.4cm
• Buffer data for 3.2μs for L1 accept
• 3E14 neq/cm2/yr at 1E34 cm-2s-1

at r=4.4cm

Tracking requirements
• 3 space points to |η|=2.5
• ~10μm resolution in rφ
• ~20μm resolution in rz

(depends on η, cluster size)
• >95% efficiency for seeds
• Use in HLT standalone



Tracking Continued...

• Need very high segmentation at low radius for 
low physics occupancy (<1%) → 100, 150 μm 
pixel size for both barrel & forward

• 4T magnetic field leads to Lorentz drift in rφ 
improving resolution due to charge sharing

• Forward pixels tilted 20° to improve charge 
sharing since there is little Lorentz drift

• High signal-to-noise (>30:1) for low fake rate



Tracking Continued...

• The 3 pixel hits up to |η|=2.5 are used for 
three main purposes:

1. Seeds (in pairs or triplets) for pattern 
recognition in all silicon tracker

2. Improve vertex resolution near IP

3. Fast tracking/vertexing in (HLT) trigger 
using only pixel info.  Use for b, τ, e, 
primary vertex & multiple interactions



Expected Performance
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Expected average pixel resolution for barrel and forward vs cluster size for pions in jets

Test beam at FNAL confirms 
x=1, y=1,2 cluster resolutions very well



Standalone Pixel Tracking
(HLT & Offline)

VTX VTX VTX

Figure 17: The combination of layers used for finding hit triplets. The pairs of bold lines indicate the layers used

for hit pair generation, while the bold-dashed line shows the layer in which the search for the third hit is performed.
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Figure 18: The efficiencies of the triplet finding. The algorithmic (3-hit tracks, upper curves) and absolute (all

tracks, lower curves) efficiency is plotted as a function of (a) transverse momentum, and (b) pseudorapidity. The

reconstruction is performed with a RectangularEtaPhiTrackingRegion of size .

The efficiency is measured for single muon events, and so does not take luminosity dependent data losses into

account. The drop in efficiency at the barrel-endcap transition region is caused by the fact that among tracks

providing three hits in different planes there are combinations of planes which are not used in the reconstruction

(for example barrel layers 1 and 2 with endcap disk 2).
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Figure 19: The luminosity dependent efficiency losses. The absolute efficiency as a function of region size is shown

for the same events with (a) no pile-up, (b) low-luminosity pile-up, and (c) high-luminosity pile-up. The

region is centred on the most energetic muon in the event. The efficiency shown is that of all selected generated

tracks. This selection includes cuts on pseudorapidity ( ) and transverse momentum ( GeV/ ),

and the momentumdirections and impact points of all selected tracks must be inside the region. A triplet is matched

to a simulated track if all three hits match those of the simulated track.
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Standalone Pixel Vertexing
(HLT & Offline)

• Using the standalone pixel tracks, we can 
make a fast 1D pattern recognition for 
primary vertexes since they are usually well 
separated in Z (beam spot ~5 cm long)

• 1D pattern recognition is probably good 
enough for a full 3D (Kalman) fit

• This gives us 3D interaction points online 
in high level trigger



Entries  299

Mean   -0.000372

RMS    0.006602

Underflow       0

Overflow        0

Integral     299

 / ndf 2!  42.94 / 45

Prob   0.5598

Constant  1.34± 14.98 

Mean      0.0003103± 0.0002203 

Sigma     0.000326± 0.004814 
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Entries  299

Mean   -0.000372

RMS    0.006602

Underflow       0

Overflow        0

Integral     299

 / ndf 2!  42.94 / 45

Prob   0.5598

Constant  1.34± 14.98 

Mean      0.0003103± 0.0002203 

Sigma     0.000326± 0.004814 

Kalman Resolution Vx in Low Lumi Pileup BB50-80

Pattern recognition 
done in 1D (z), 

vertex resolution 
~40μm in 3D (x,y,z)



One event with 4 interactions.  These are the vertex

locations from the Kalman 3D fit



300 events of 50-80 GeV BB jets with 
low luminosity pileup



Hardware and
Current Status



Readout Chip (ROC)
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Readout Chip PSI46V2

Active area organized 
in 26 double columns

of 2x80 pixel cells

pixel unit cells

32 data buffers

12 time stamp
buffers

double column
interface

7.8mm

9
.8

m
m

0.25 µm technology

Pixel size 100x150µm2

4160 pixels in array of 52x80

Pixels organized in double

columns.

Column drain architecture

Size of double column periphery:

900µm. Mainly due to time

stamp and data buffers (800µm)

Chip periphery contains voltage

regulators, fast I2C interface, 28

DACs for chip settings

• 0.25μm IBM CMOS technology

• Reads out 100x150μm pixels

• 52x80 array in double columns

• Pixels have amplifier, shaper, 
discriminator, storage capacitor & 
charge injection for calibration

• 120 mW/ROC power draw

• Highly tunable (28 DACs)

• Rad hard: noise 100e-→120e-

• 32 data, 12 time stamp buffers for 
low dead time

• 123 total wafers, yield ~80% good 
ROCs in ~100 tested so far 
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Readout Chip PSI46V2

Active area organized 
in 26 double columns

of 2x80 pixel cells

pixel unit cells

32 data buffers

12 time stamp
buffers

double column
interface

7.8mm

9
.8

m
m

0.25 µm technology

Pixel size 100x150µm2

4160 pixels in array of 52x80

Pixels organized in double

columns.

Column drain architecture

Size of double column periphery:

900µm. Mainly due to time

stamp and data buffers (800µm)

Chip periphery contains voltage

regulators, fast I2C interface, 28

DACs for chip settingsData in 6 analog address levels
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Measured inefficiency
!Plot shows

•Test beam simulation

•Beam measurements with tracks and

with the scintillator (at low

intensities)

•Measurements with calibration pulse

injection on top of beam induced

activity

!Very good agreement at 100kHz L1A.

Readout losses dominate here.

!For 10kHz L1A fairly well agreement.

Slightly higher inefficiencies in data.

Sensor losses not simulated

" Data loss well understood

LHC (1034), R=4cm

Data Loss Small and 
~Well Understood

• Readout losses possible during 
high rates

• Measured with 50MHz        
300 MeV π+ test beam (with 
scintillator trigger for low rate)

• Also measured with test beam 
& simultaneous charge 
injection

• Worst case loss: 0.8%, 1.2%, 
3.8% for 11, 7, 4cm at 100kHz 
L1A



Sensors: n-on-n
• Barrel sensors use p-spray isolation

• All BPIX sensors in hand from CIS

• Forward sensors use partially open p-
stop

• All FPIX sensors in hand from Sintef. 

• Irradiation shows FPIX+ROC 98.8% 
efficient after 8E14 neq/cm

• Irradiation shows BPIX+ROC 99.0% 
efficient after 6E14 neq/cm

• Expect 6E14 neq/cm at 4cm after 4-5 
years of LHC running

6th Iroshima Symposium Sept 11-15, 2006
8
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Sensors status

BPIX Sensor CIS

FPIX Sensor SINTEF

• Sensor production is well advanced:

- Layer 1+2  is  finished

- Layer 3 ongoing: Last delivery of 

100 sensors due 30 Nov 06 

- Half modules are delivered

• Sensor production completed

• Need 96 sets (ensemble of good 

sensors in different geometries)

• We have 144 sets in hand
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Bump Bonding
• Barrel pixel sensors have 

bump deposition in-house at 
PSI with In (~1.25 hr/
module). Production: 4 
modules/day

• Forward pixel sensors are 
bump bonded at two 
vendors: RTI (US), IZM 
(Germany). Production: 80 
modules/2wks 

• Yields > 80% after bumping 
and dicing.  Good 
connectivity: <<1% bad bumps

6th Iroshima Symposium Sept 11-15, 2006
11
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Bump Bonding BPIX

• In House Indium 

bump deposition

• UBM at PSI or at CIS

• Two flip chip machines

•Placement of chip to sensor within 1-2!m

•Probe card for ROC testing

•15 min preparation+ 50 min/ 16 ROC module

• Typical through-put: 6 modules/day (1 operator 

with bare module testing)

• Production plan 4 modules/day (8 modules/day 

possible)

• Silicon splinter problem 

<< 1 in 25 modules are 

affected 

• Bumping defects 

investigated mainly with 

electrical tests

• Reworking in place at PSI

H.C. Kästli                                     Tracker Upgrade Workshop, CERN               9.2.2007

Readout Chip PSI46V2
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Bump Bonding FPIX

!Two vendors both using Pb/Sn

! RTI in NC and IZM in Germany

! Each qualified by checking quality 

with 10% production 

! Yield >80% without reworking

! Reworking under investigation  

(some re-working already at IZM)

Production of the remaining 

80% modules has started. 

Delivery resumes in October

Example: IZM only 3 

out 540 Rocs have > 

20 unbonded

channels out of 4160
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Token Bit Manager
• The TBM controls the 

readout of ROCs by 
initiating a “token pass” for 
each L1A

• Rad hard 0.25μm process

• Controls between 8-24 
ROCs

• Header/trailer words for 
event number & error status

• Distributes the L1A and 
clock to ROCs

Token Bit Manager 04 Chip Documentation 

Version 0.9.5.1 

 

 

Edward Bartz 

 
Department of Physics & Astronomy  Rutgers University 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Token Bit Manager (TBM) is an essential element of the front-end readout for the CMS pixel detector. It is 

a custom, mixed-mode, radiation-hard IC that controls and orchestrates the readout of a group of pixel ReadOut 

Chip (ROCs). The TBM is designed to be located on the detector near (< 15 cm.) to the pixel ROCs.  The chip is 

intended to be mounted as a bare die, wire bonded to a printed circuit board, on the detector modules and will 

control the readout of 8 to 24 ROCs depending upon the barrel layer radius, or disk blade side.  

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of a readout chain consisting of a TBM and a group of ROCs. 



PxlFED
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INSTITUT FÜR HOCHENERGIEPHYSIK
der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften  HARDWARE 

 
 

 
General Description: 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The main parts of the PixelFed are the front FPGAs called  “ NORTH “,  

“ NORTH-CENTER ”, “ SOUTH-CENTER ”, “ SOUTH ” housing the logic functionality for 
the decoding state machines, with FIFO I plus FIFO II buffers and  
the “ CENTER “ FPGA containing the final FIFO III and the S-Link connection. 
 
 
An additional  “ CONTROL “ CPLD for signal distribution and a “ VME “ FPGA for system 
connection complete the module. 
 
 
PREFACE 
We tried to design as simple and compact as possible to increase system reliability and to facilitate 
maintenance work. 

NORTH 

NORTH 

CENTER

SOUTH 

CENTER

SOUTH 

CENTER 

VME 

CON 

TROL

Pixel FED 36 optical channels produced by 
Vienna (Manfred Pernicka, Helmut Steininger) 



Forward Pixel Modules
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FPix Modules

! Plaquettes (5  types)
! 2 metal layers flex on 300!m 

Si

! Sensors bump bonded to FE 
ROC

!Panels (4 types): with 3 or 4 
plaquette, L or R from IR

Be PanelPanel HDI , 4 types Blade 

VHDI

SensorsROCs

TBM

Laser testing possible
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FPix Modules

! Plaquettes (5  types)
! 2 metal layers flex on 300!m 

Si

! Sensors bump bonded to FE 
ROC

!Panels (4 types): with 3 or 4 
plaquette, L or R from IR

Be PanelPanel HDI , 4 types Blade 

VHDI

SensorsROCs

TBM

Laser testing possible

• 5 flavors of 
plaquettes: 1x2, 
1x5, 2x3, 2x4, 2x5.

• 3 or 4 plaquettes 
make a panel. No 
holes in coverage

• Blade is two 
panels back-to-
back

• Rigorous testing 
at all stages of 
production: see 
M. Eads’ 
poster

Be support

HDI:
flex

3,4 plaquette panels

Cooling channelsPlaquette



Barrel Modules
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Bpix Modules

base-strip,

holes

PSI46, wirebonds SiN for mounting screws

cablescapacitors
66 mm

2
0
 m

m

TBM

!Power and Signal cable (Kapton with 21 traces)

!3 layer HDI (6 µm Cu, 10 µm Kapton)
! Top and middle layer for routing the signal; third 

layer for power distribution

! Hosts capacitors and Token Bit Manager chip

!Sensors bump bonded to Front End readout chip 

!Si3N4 support strips (250 µm thick)
! Excellent CTE match to SI, connected to cooling 

1% X0

• Power & signals come in on kapton cable
• Flex circuit (HDI) mounts on sensor
• Si3N4 side strips for support/cooling

(250 μm)



Current Status

• We are on schedule for installation in CMS 
for the 2008 physics run

• For 2007 we will run with a single wedge 
and two forward blades on one side. This is 
for learning how to run the detector

• We have built over half of the needed 
plaquettes for the forward detectors

• PSI has built over half the needed 
production quality modules



Commissioning at CERN 

Tracker Monthly Meeting, February 7, 2007 9

Commissioning @Bldg. 186
• Petal Integration Facility (PIC), next to the 

Tracker Integration Facility (TIF)

•Location where we will (re)commission FPIX

Environmental Chamber and 

half-cylinder for Pilot Run at 

CERN (PIC) 

!-service cylinder cooling box

Tracker Monthly Meeting, February 7, 2007 9

Commissioning @Bldg. 186
• Petal Integration Facility (PIC), next to the 

Tracker Integration Facility (TIF)

•Location where we will (re)commission FPIX

Environmental Chamber and 

half-cylinder for Pilot Run at 

CERN (PIC) 

!-service cylinder cooling box

2007 pilot run detector is being commissioned in 
“Petal Integration” and “Tracker Integration” facilities



Conclusions
• 18M forward and 48M barrel pixels are in 

the active production phase of construction

• Sensors & ROCs perform as expected in 
test beams and after irradiation

• The detectors are on schedule for 
installation and running in 2008

• Also looking forward to 2007 pilot run

• We are now thinking of the upgrades (!)
needed for 2012 & 2016 since R&D to 
completion cycle is ~6 years



Other material
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Column drain architecture

Time-stamp buffer
 Depth: 12data buffer

Depth: 32

marker bits indicate 
start of new event

set

fast double 
column OR

hit

data

column drain 
mechanism

pixel unit cells: 2x80

sketch of a double column 

•Zero suppression in pixel cell

•Pixel hit information transferred to

time stamp and data buffer

•Kept there during L1 trigger latency

•Double column stops data aquisition

when confirmed L1 trigger ! dead

time starts

•Double column resets after readout

!loosing history (trigger latency)

•Serial readout: 8 (16) ROCs daisy

chained. Controlled through readout

token



More on testbeam
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Sicht auf Barrel
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Barrel Pixel Module
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Forward Pixel Schedule
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FPiX Schedule
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